


  

ACTON-BOXBOROUGH REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE (ABRSC)  
 
Library                                    October 18, 2018 
R.J. Grey Junior High School                     7:00 p.m.  
                                     

 
AGENDA 

 
1. Call to Order (7:00) 

 
2. Chairman’s Introduction – Diane Baum 

 
3. Public Participation  

Per policy BEDH, members of the public may speak for up to 2 minutes on items not included 
on this agenda. Comments regarding items on the agenda should be made during that part of 
the meeting. Typically, the Committee/Administration will not respond to comments during 
public participation.  
 

4. Student Representatives’ Update   
 

5. Statement of Warrants & Approval of Minutes – Diane Baum  
 
6. Superintendent’s Update – Peter Light  (7:10) 

 
7. Presentation: Minuteman Technical High School – Superintendent Dr. E. Bouquillon and  

Pam Nourse, School Committee member from Acton  (7:15) 
 
8. Presentation:  Department of Elementary and Secondary (DESE) New Accountability 

Overview –  Deborah Bookis   (7:25) 
 
9. Presentation: October 1, 2018 Student Enrollment – Marie Altieri (7:45) 
 
10. School Building Committee – Mary Brolin (8:05) 

10.1. meeting on October 10     
10.2. ABRSD Educational Plan for MSBA – First Read – Marie Altieri (vote required 

on 11/1/18)  
 

11. FY19 Superintendent Goals – First Read – Peter Light (8:25) 
 

12. School Committee Meeting Venue Discussion – Diane Baum  (8:35) 
 

13. Recommendation to Accept Gift from AB PTSO to the R.J. Grey Junior High for the 
FY19 Student Plan Books – VOTE – Peter Light  (8:45) 
 

14. Subcommittee Reports – Diane Baum  (8:50) 
14.1. Policy – Amy Krishnamurthy 
14.2. Capital Improvement (met on 10/10/18) 
 

15. School Committee Member Reports – Diane Baum  (8:55) 
 

 



  

16. FYI  
16.1. ABRSC Operating Protocols, voted 9/20/18 
16.2. Acton Finance Committee FY19 Point of View (POV), October 2018 
16.3.  “Who’s Raising our Kids? Nurturing Human Values in a Digital World” with 

Sharon Maxwell, Ph.D., Nov 5th  7:00 – 9:00 p.m. in the R.J. Grey Junior High 
Auditorium Family Learning Series  

16.4. FY19 No School/Delayed Opening/Emergency Release Memo 

17. Adjourn (9:00) 

 
Next Meetings:   
 
ABRSC, November 1, 7:00 p.m. in the Junior High Library (packet posted Oct 26) 
ABRSC, November 15, 7:00 p.m. in the Junior High Library (packet posted Nov 8) 
 
 

 
Posted on 10/12/18 at 4:30 p.m.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Please see the separate “List of Documents Used” for materials for this meeting, found 
on page 4 of the posted packet at 

https://www.abschools.org/school_committee/meetings_agendas_packets_and_minutes 



  

ACTON-BOXBOROUGH REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE (ABRSC)  
 
Library                                    October 18, 2018 
R.J. Grey Junior High School                     7:00 p.m.  
                                     

 
 
 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS USED 
 

 
5.  Statement of Warrants & Approval of Minutes – Diane Baum  

Meeting minutes of October 4, 2018 – VOTE 
 

6.  Superintendent’s Update – Peter Light   
 
8.  Presentation:  Department of Elementary and Secondary (DESE) New 

Accountability Overview –  Deborah Bookis  
 

9.  Presentation: October 1, 2018 Student Enrollment – Marie Altieri 
 Memo regarding October 1, 2018 Enrollment Report 

 
10.  School Building Committee – Mary Brolin  

10.1  Materials from meeting on October 10     
10.2  ABRSD Educational Plan for MSBA – First Read – Marie Altieri (vote 
required on 11/1/18)  

 
11.  FY19 Superintendent Goals – First Read – Peter Light 

11.1  Superintendent Goals Overview 
11.2  Superintendent Goals 2018-19 
11.3  Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 2018-2019 Goals, voted 10/4/18 
11.4  MA Superintendent Rubric  

(Appendix A of  DESE MA Model System for  Educator Evaluation Part 
III) 

 
13.  Recommendation to Accept Gift from AB PTSO to the R.J. Grey Junior High for 

the FY19 Student Plan Books – VOTE – Peter Light 
 
14.  Subcommittee Reports – Diane Baum   

14.1  Policy – Amy Krishnamurthy 
Training Materials from meeting on 10/3/18  

 
16.  FYI  

16.1  ABRSC Operating Protocols, voted 9/20/18 
16.2  Acton Finance Committee FY19 Point of View (POV), October 2018 
16.3   “Who’s Raising our Kids? Nurturing Human Values in a Digital World” with 
Sharon Maxwell, Ph.D., Nov 5th  7:00 – 9:00 p.m. in the R.J. Grey Junior High 
Auditorium Family Learning Series  
16.4  FY19 No School/Delayed Opening/Emergency Release Memo 

 















 
Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 

15 Charter Road    Acton, MA  01720 
978-264-4700  

www.abschools.org 
Peter J. Light 

Superintendent of Schools 
 

 

 
Superintendent’s Update 

October 18, 2018 
 

Hot off the presses! 
 
The AB Visual Arts Department was recently featured in a new art education 
publication Studio Thinking from the Start written by Jillian Hogan, Lois Hetland, 
Diane B. Jaquith and Ellen Warner and published by Teachers College Press.  The 
book discusses and provides examples of how teachers and students can practice 
the eight Studio Habits of Mind, which has been a focus of professional learning for 
our Visual Arts teachers.  Congratulations to Director Leo Muellner and the entire 
Visual Arts Department for this recognition!  We will be providing you with more 
history about this project at a coming meeting, so please stay tuned! 
 
Transportation Update 
 
Last meeting, I reported to you that we were optimistic about our efforts to bring in additional bus 
drivers.  I am pleased to report that two new drivers began routes this past Monday and we expect 
two additional drivers to start early next week.  There will be a period of transition as these new 
drivers learn the various routes, students and families, but this will help alleviate staffing in the 
transportation office.  We are also continuing our recruiting efforts until we have built up a substantial 
substitute driver pool.  The next few weeks should see a substantial reduction in routes needing to be 
“doubled up” and a resulting increase in consistency in ride and bus stop times. 
 
Leary Field Update 

 
After much anticipation and many delays, I am happy to 
report that we have lights again at Leary Field!  Installation 
of the light poles and connection to power was completed 
late last week. While we are putting the finishing touches on 
the wireless control system, the lights at Leary Field are 
now operational for events. Thank you to all of those 
involved in supporting this significant project and to our 
community for your patience during the unanticipated 
delays. 
 
 

 
Developing engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 

 
WELLNESS ● EQUITY ● ENGAGEMENT 

 

http://www.abschools.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Studio-Thinking-Start-Educators-Handbook/dp/0807759155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1539780715&sr=8-1&keywords=studio+thinking+from+the+start


 
 

 
Traffic at Parker Damon and Charter Road 
 
The district is working with the Acton Police to study the traffic patterns along Charter Road during 
dismissal at the Parker Damon Building. Community members have expressed concerns about 
unsafe driving in the area during these times.  Some of the concerns result from heavy traffic along 
the roadway and include issues such as parking and stopping in unsafe locations, and driving vehicles 
on the wrong side of the road.  We will be meeting this week to discuss possible solutions and will 
update the community with more information as it becomes available.  In the meantime, I ask that 
drivers who access this area of the campus during dismissal hours please be respectful of important 
traffic safety laws and exercise increased caution. 
 
Telephone System at Blanchard 
 
We experienced an irreparable failure of a server at Blanchard which supports the telephone and 
public address system at that school.  This failure did not affect any other schools in the district 
because the system was supported by a vendor that installed it before full regionalization.  Our current 
provider is working to install several temporary telephone lines into the school and we are exploring 
our options to replace this server permanently.  Two-way radios have been provided to each 
classroom in the building for emergency internal communications.  Principal Labb has communicated 
with his families about this issue and will continue to keep the community apprised of any additional 
developments. 
 
Entry Plan Update 
 
I continue to make progress on my entry plan by visiting schools and classrooms throughout the 
months of September and October.  It has been wonderful see the variety of instructional practices in 
our classrooms across the district and to see and hear from students about what they are learning. 
Additionally, I have begun holding forums with groups that include students, faculty and families.  To 
date, I have met with students at the high school, faculty at McCarthy-Towne and the Junior High 
School and families from McCarthy-Towne and the Blanchard Memorial School.  Over the next week 
or so, I have additional forums scheduled for students (Junior High, Blanchard, Conant, Douglas, 
McCarthy-Towne and Merriam), faculty (Conant, Douglas, and Blanchard) and for families (Merriam). 
Forums for the remaining stakeholders at each school have been scheduled and will take place over 
the coming month.  As a reminder, I utilize the stakeholder feedback, observations of school and 
classroom practices, and documents and data from the district to develop a Report of Entry Findings, 
which I anticipate will be presented to you in January. 
 

 
Developing engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 

WELLNESS     •     EQUITY     •     ENGAGEMENT  
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2018 Preliminary District & School 
Accountability Reporting
September 2018

MA Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 
New Accountability and Assistance System

Deborah Bookis
Assistant Superintendent for Teaching and Learning

ABRSD
2

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Background

The enactment of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act 
(ESSA) and the state’s transition to the Next Generation MCAS 
assessment gave us the opportunity to rethink the design of our 

district and school accountability and assistance system.

-MA DESE School Leader’s Guide to the 2018 Accountability Determinations
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WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Components

1. System highlights

2. Accountability indicators

3. Weighting of accountability indicators

4. Criterion-referenced component

5. Categorization of schools and districts

6. Normative component

ABRSD
4

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

1 System highlights
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System highlights

• Additional accountability indicators
o Provide information about school performance & student opportunities beyond test 

scores

• Normative & criterion-referenced components
o Accountability percentiles & progress toward targets

• Focus on raising the performance of each school's lowest performing students 
o In addition to the performance of the school as a whole

• Discontinuation of accountability & assistance levels 1-5
o Replaced with accountability categories that define the progress that schools are making

& the type of support they may receive from the Department

• Districts classified based on district-level data
o No longer based on the performance of a district’s lowest performing school

5

ABRSD
6

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

2 Accountability indicators
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Accountability indicators – grades 3-8

7

Indicator Measure

Achievement
• English language arts (ELA)
• Mathematics 
• Science achievement (Composite Performance Index (CPI))

Student Growth
• ELA mean student growth percentile (SGP)
• Mathematics mean SGP

English Language 
Proficiency

• Progress made by students towards attaining English language proficiency (percentage of 
students meeting annual targets required in order to attain English proficiency in six years)

Additional Indicator(s)
• Chronic absenteeism (percentage of students missing 10 percent or more of their days in 

membership)

ABRSD
8

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Accountability indicators - high schools

8

Indicator Measure

Achievement
Legacy Tests

• English language arts (ELA) achievement (Composite Performance Index (CPI)
• Mathematics achievement (CPI)
• Science achievement (CPI)

Student Growth
• ELA mean student growth percentile (SGP)
• Mathematics mean SGP

High School Completion

• Four-year cohort graduation rate 
• Extended engagement rate (five-year cohort graduation rate plus the percentage of 

students still enrolled)
• Annual dropout rate

English Language 
Proficiency

• Progress made by students towards attaining English language proficiency (percentage of 
students meeting annual targets required in order to attain English proficiency in six years)

Additional Indicator(s)

• Chronic absenteeism (percentage of students missing 10 percent or more of their days in 
membership)

• Percentage of 11th & 12th graders completing advanced coursework (Advanced Placement, 
International Baccalaureate, dual enrollment courses, &/or other selected rigorous courses)  
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3 Weighting of accountability 
indicators

ABRSD
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WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Weighting of indicators - grades 3-8

10

Indicator Measures
2018 Weighting

With ELL No ELL

Achievement
• ELA, math, & science achievement values 

(based on scaled score)
60% 67.5%

Student Growth • ELA/Math Student Growth Percentile (SGP) 20% 22.5%

English Language 
Proficiency

• Progress made by students towards 
attaining English language proficiency

10%

Additional Indicators • Chronic absenteeism 10% 10%
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Weighting of indicators - high schools 

11

Indicator Measures
2018 Weighting

With ELL No ELL

Achievement • ELA, math, & science achievement 40% 47.5%

Student Growth • ELA/Math Student Growth Percentile (SGP) 20% 22.5%

High School Completion
• Four-year cohort graduation rate 
• Extended engagement rate
• Annual dropout rate

20% 20%

English Language 
Proficiency

• Progress made by students towards attaining 
English language proficiency

10%

Additional Indicators
• Chronic absenteeism 
• Percentage of students completing advanced 

coursework 
10% 10%

ABRSD
12

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

4 Criterion-referenced component
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Criterion-referenced component

• In addition to meeting targets for the school as a whole, the 
performance of the lowest performing students in each school will 
be measured

o Every school has a group of lowest performers

o Identified from cohort of students who were enrolled in the school for more 
than one year

13

ABRSD
14

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Criterion-referenced component
• Targets set for each accountability indicator, for the school as a whole & for the lowest performing students 

in each school
• For 2018 reporting, targets will only be set for one year; Long-term targets will be set in the future

14

Indicator
3-8 High schools 

All students
Lowest performing 

students
All students

Lowest performing 
students

ELA scaled score ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Math scaled score ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Science achievement ✔ ✔ ✔

ELA SGP ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Math SGP ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Four-year cohort graduation rate N/A N/A ✔

Extended engagement rate N/A N/A ✔

Annual dropout rate N/A N/A ✔

EL progress ✔ ✔

Chronic absenteeism ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Advanced coursework completion N/A N/A ✔

*Minimum group size for each indicator = 20 students
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Criterion-referenced component

• Points assigned based on progress toward target for each 
indicator, for both the aggregate & the lowest performing students

15

Declined No change Improved Met target Exceeded target

0 1 2 3 4

ABRSD
16

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Criterion-referenced component calculation – grades 3-8 

16

Indicator

All students (50%) Lowest performing students (50%)

Points 
earned

Total possible 
points

Weight
Points 
earned

Total possible 
points

Weight

ELA scaled score 3 4 - 2 4 -

Math scaled score 2 4 - 2 4 -

Science achievement 2 4 - - - -

Achievement total 7 12 60% 4 8 67.5%

ELA SGP 4 4 - 4 4 -

Math SGP 3 4 - 4 4 -

Growth total 7 8 20% 8 8 22.5%

EL progress 2 4 10% - - -

Chronic absenteeism 3 4 10% 4 4 10%

Weighted total 6.1 9.6 - 4.9 7.6 -

Percentage of possible points 63.5% - 64.5% -

Criterion-referenced target percentage 64%
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5 Categorization of schools and 
districts

ABRSD
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WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

Categorization of schools

18

Schools without required assistance or intervention
(approx. 85%)

Schools requiring assistance or intervention 
(approx. 15%)

Schools of 
recognition 

Schools 
demonstrating 

high 
achievement, 

significant 
improvement, or 

high growth

Meeting 
targets

Criterion-referenced 
target percentage

75-100

Partially meeting 
targets

Criterion-referenced 
target percentage

0-74

Focused/targeted 
support

• Non-comprehensive 
support schools with 

percentiles 1-10
• Schools with low 

graduation rate
• Schools with low 

performing subgroups 
• Schools with low 

participation

Broad/
comprehensive 

support

• Underperforming 
schools

• Chronically 
underperforming 

schools

Notes:
• School percentiles & performance against targets will be reported for all schools

2018: Performance against targets reported in 2 categories (meeting & 
partially meeting
2019: Performance against targets reported in 3 categories (meeting, 
partially meeting, & not meeting)
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Categorization of districts

19

• Notes:
• Performance against targets will be reported for all districts

ABRSD
20

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

6 Normative component
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Normative component

• Accountability percentile 1-99, calculated using all 
available indicators for a school

• Compares schools administering similar (all next gen or 
legacy) MCAS statewide assessments

• Used to identify the lowest performing schools in the state

• Same calculation used at the subgroup level to identify 
low-performing subgroups (“subgroup percentile”)

21

ABRSD
22

WELLNESS • EQUITY • ENGAGEMENT

DESE’s Accountability data dos & don’ts

• Do not:
o Compare 2018 accountability data to historical accountability results 

(percentiles, performance against targets, etc.)
▪ Additional indicators, fewer years of data, different comparison groups

o Equate 2018 accountability categories with historical accountability & 
assistance levels
▪ No crosswalk between categories & levels

• Do:
o Use results for internal planning purposes

o Review accountability resources 

o Ask questions!

22
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October 1, 2018 Enrollment Report

Acton-Boxborough Regional School Committee 
October 18, 2018

1

ABRSD
2

Oct 1 
2016

Oct 1 
2017

Oct 1 
2018 

Actual

Oct 1 
Projectio

n

Delta 
from 
Proj

K-6 2715 2703 2706 2713 -7
7-8 911 964 923 928 -5

9-12 1867 1827 1837 1849 -12

Total K-12 5493 5494 5466 5490 -24

PreK 116 111 105
OOD 92 92 83
Grand Tota 5701 5697 5654

Enrollment Totals
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Oct 1 Proj
Oct 
1 

Delta from 
Proj

% Delta 
from Sections

Class 
Size

K 314 330 16 5.10% 17 19.4
1 381 371 -10 -2.62% 18 20.6
2 371 355 -16 -4.31% 17 20.9
3 389 393 4 1.03% 17 23.1
4 403 400 -3 -0.74% 18 22.2
5 422 428 6 1.42% 19 22.5
6 433 429 -4 -0.92% 18 23.8

Totals 2713 2706 -7 -0.26% 124 21.8

Elementary

ABRSD
4

Oct 1 
Proj

Oct 1 
Actual

Delta from 
Proj

% Delta 
from 

Projection
K 239 266 27 11.30%
1 302 296 -6 -1.99%
2 316 305 -11 -3.48%
3 312 314 2 0.64%
4 339 337 -2 -0.59%
5 360 371 11 3.06%
6 360 362 2 0.56%

Totals 2228 2251 23 1.03%

Acton Residents
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Oct 1 
Proj

Oct 1 
Actual

Delta 
from 
Proj

% Delta 
from 

Projectio
n

K 75 60 -15 -20.00%
1 74 73 -1 -1.35%
2 46 45 -1 -2.17%
3 72 73 1 1.39%
4 55 56 1 1.82%
5 50 51 1 2.00%
6 62 57 -5 -8.06%

Totals 434 415 -19 -4.38%

Boxborough Residents

ABRSD
6

Kindergarten by Town

Oct 1 Proj
Oct 1 
Actual

Delta from 
Proj

% Delta 
from 

Projection

Acton 239 266 27 11.30%

Boxborough 75 60 -15 -20%

Choice 4

Totals 314 330 23 1.03%
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Economically Disadvantaged

2008 2012 2016 2017 2018

Elementary 2.24% 3.36% 9.94% 10.65% 11.23%

Secondary 2.30% 4.01% 7.77% 8.63% 9.67%

Totals 2.27% 3.72% 8.01% 9.63% 10.45%

ABRSD
8

English Learners

2008 2012 2016 2017 2018

Elementary 81 104 187 267 227
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K-12 Enrollment History and Projections
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Elementary Enrollment History and 
Projection
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To: Acton-Boxborough Regional School Committee 
From: Peter Light 
Date: 10/11/2018 
RE: 2018-19 Superintendent's Goals - First Read 
 
 
I am pleased to provide you with this first draft of my goals for the 2018-19 school year.  I am 
proposing five goals: one student learning goal, one professional practice goal, and three district 
goals. 
 
As this is my first year in the district, I have proposed a student learning goal that focuses on my entry 
process, report of entry findings, and the subsequent growth of the goals contained within the Long 
Range Strategic Plan. Taking the time to increase my understanding of the district during this critical 
entry time will allow me to more deeply impact students in the future. 
 
My professional practice goal focuses on participation in the New Superintendent Induction Program 
(NSIP).  This goal is consistent with recommendations from DESE, MASC and the Massachusetts 
Association of School Superintendents (M.A.S.S.). 
 
Each of these goals also identifies Key Actions I intend to take to realize the goal as well as important 
benchmarks and evidence toward the completion of each goal.  
 
The three district goals reflect my leadership in ensuring the district completes the strategic actions as 
proposed in the District 2019-20 Goals which were approved by you at your last meeting.  The key 
actions toward these goals are already established in the District 2018-19 Goals as approved. 
 
Understanding that you will be evaluating me on the Standards within the Superintendent Rubric as 
well as progress toward goals, I have included with each goal, a summary of key standards and 
indicators which are aligned to the work toward each goal.  I hope this helps clarify the connections 
between my work and the standards within the rubric. 
 
I look forward to our discussion of these goals and your feedback. 
 
 
 
 

Developing engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 
 

WELLNESS ● EQUITY ● ENGAGEMENT 
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Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 

15 Charter Road    Acton, MA  01720 
978-264-4700  

www.abschools.org 
Peter J. Light 

Superintendent of Schools 
 

 

 

Superintendent’s Goals 2018-19 

 

 

Student Learning Goal #1 
 
In order to continue to increase my understanding of the district’s unique history and traditions, 
understand perspectives on the district from a variety of stakeholders, and use this information to 
shape the future development of district goals which support student learning, I will complete a 
comprehensive entry process and  publicly present a report of findings.  The report of entry findings 
will subsequently be used to further develop goals within the district’s Long Range Strategic Plan. 
 
Key Actions: 
 

● Develop and present entry plan 
● Complete entry process as detailed in the entry plan 
● Present a report of entry findings to the school committee 
● Utilize entry findings to work with school and district leaders and the school committee to 

continue the development of goals within the Long Range Strategic Plan 
 
Benchmarks (Evidence) and Timelines: 
 

● August 2018 - Present Entry Plan to School Committee 
● September - December 2018 - Update School Committee regarding entry process via 

Superintendent’s Updates 
● January 2019 - Present Report of Entry Findings to School Committee 
● February - August 2019 - Utilize entry findings to inform further development of district goals 

and develop draft 2019-20 District Goals 
● September 2019 - Present 2019-20 District Goals to School Committee for Approval 

 
Alignment with Key Standards of Professional Practice: 
 

● I. Instructional Leadership - E. Data-Informed Decision Making 
● III. Family & Community Engagement - A. Engagement; C. Communication 
● IV. Professional Culture - A. Commitment to High Standards; E. Shared Vision Indicator 

 
 
 

Developing engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 
 

WELLNESS ● EQUITY ● ENGAGEMENT 
Page 1 of 5 
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Superintendent’s Goals 2018-19 

 
Professional Practice Goal #2 
 
In order to increase my skills in data analysis and strategy development to deeply impact student 
learning, I will participate in the New Superintendent Induction Program (NSIP) and engage in 
coaching sessions provided through the program. 
 
Key Actions: 
 

● Participation in all NSIP Content Days (9 total) 
● Engage in approximately 30 hours of coaching during the 2018-19 school year 
● Complete projects and assignments as provided by the New Superintendent Induction 

Program with particular attention to those activities which will directly support the district’s work 
 
Benchmarks (Evidence) and Timelines: 
 

● Mid-year update to school committee regarding progress toward goals 
● Evidence of progress submitted to school committee in Spring to support summative 

evaluation 
 
Alignment with Key Standards of Professional Practice: 
 

● I. Instructional Leadership - B. Instruction; E. Data-Informed Decision Making 
● IV. Professional Culture - D. Continuous Learning; E. Shared Vision 

 
 
  

 
To develop engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 

WELLNESS     •     EQUITY     •     ENGAGEMENT  
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Superintendent’s Goals 2018-19 

District Goal #1: 
 
I will support the district’s work toward the goal of understanding and responding to our students’ 
social and emotional needs by completing the strategic actions detailed in the district’s 2018-19 goals. 
 
Key Actions: 
 

● As detailed in the 2018-19 District Goals 
 
Benchmarks (Evidence) and Timelines: 
 

● School Committee presentations 
● Mid-year update 
● Evidence submitted toward summative evaluation 

 
Alignment with Key Standards of Professional Practice: 
 

● I. Instructional Leadership - E. Data-Informed Decision Making 
● II. Management & Operations - A. Environment 
● III. Family & Community Engagement - C. Communication; D. Family Concerns 
● IV. Professional Culture - F. Managing Conflict 

 
 
  

 
To develop engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 
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Superintendent’s Goals 2018-19 

District Goal #2: 
 
I will support the district’s work toward ensuring that students have equitable opportunities to learn by 
completing the strategic actions as described in the district’s 2018-19 goals. 
 
Key Actions: 
 

● As detailed in the 2018-19 District Goals 
 
Benchmarks (Evidence) and Timelines: 
 

● School Committee presentations 
● Mid-year update 
● Evidence submitted toward summative evaluation 

 
Alignment with Key Standards of Professional Practice: 
 

● I. Instructional Leadership - B. Instruction; D. Evaluation 
● II. Management & Operations - B. Human Resources Management & Development; E Fiscal 

Systems 
● IV. Professional Culture - B. Cultural Proficiency 

 
 
 
  

 
To develop engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 

WELLNESS     •     EQUITY     •     ENGAGEMENT  
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Superintendent’s Goals 2018-19 

District Goal #3: 
 
I will support the district’s work in providing students access to safe and effective learning 
environments by completing the strategic actions as described in the district's 2018-19 goals. 
 
Key Actions: 
 

● As detailed in the 2018-19 District Goals 
 
Benchmarks (Evidence) and Timelines: 
 

● School Committee presentations 
● Mid-year update 
● Evidence submitted toward summative evaluation 

 
Alignment with Key Standards of Professional Practice: 
 

● II. Management & Operations - E. Fiscal Systems 
● III. Family & Community Engagement - A. Engagement 
● IV. Professional Culture - C. Communications; E. Shared Vision; F. Managing Conflict 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attachments: 
 

2018-19 District Goals - voted 10/4/18 
 

 
To develop engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 
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Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 

 2018-2019 District Goals (voted 10/4/18) 
 

Essential Question: How might we use strength-based practices to support student learning? 
 
 

Goal #1: Understand and respond to our students’ social-emotional needs. 

Strategic Goal Actions Evidence/Measures Responsible  Timeline 

Monitor Implementation of Previous Strategic Actions and Adjust Practice as Needed 

Gather data to monitor the impact of changed 
start times at each level.  

● Student Survey data  
● Attendance data (i.e. early dismissal 

data at elementary, tardy data at JH, 
HS, etc.); bus ridership data  

● 2018-19: First period data from JH, HS 
(i.e. anecdotal, grades over time, etc.) 

Principals / APs 
School Wellness 
Advisory 
Committee 

2018-19, 
Ongoing 

Solicit feedback from stakeholders to inform 
continued implementation of the homework 
policy and consider homework  through an 
equity lens.  
 
Review practices around homework policy 
implementation.  
 
Support families in helping children develop 
healthy habits around device use, screen time 
and social media. 
 

Administer one stakeholder survey in 
2018-19 (families, students, staff, 
administrators) on implementation of HW 
policy 
 
Aggregate data around practices by grade 
level  
 
Family newsletters and communication  

Principals (gather 
data), Data 
Inquiry Team 
 
 
Principals (gather 
data) 
 
Principals, 
Curriculum 
Coordinators, 
School Wellness 
Advisory 
Committee 

By Spring 
2019 

 
  

 



  
Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 

 2018-2019 District Goals (voted 10/4/18) 
 

Essential Question: How might we use strength-based practices to support student learning? 
 
 

Goal #2:  Our students will have equitable opportunities and tools to learn. 

Strategic Goal Actions Evidence/Measures Responsible Timeline 

Increase the diversity of our 
educator workforce. 

2018-19: Review existing recruiting and hiring practices. 
Develop recommendations for hiring committee practices, 
advertising, and recruitment to implement Spring 2019.  
2019-21: Monitor new recruiting and hiring practices; make 
adjustments as needed to attract diverse candidates. 
By 2021-22: Increase the number of licensed educators who 
are racially diverse by 20% from 2018-19 level. 

Deputy 
Superintendent, 
Principals/APs 
and, Hiring 
Committees 

2018-22 

Continue to build educator 
capacity to reach and teach all 
students. 

Through our elementary Student-Centered Coaching System, 
each of our elementary coaches will partner with at least four 
educators using the established process and forms, tracking 
evidence of student learning and receiving educator feedback 
about the process.  

Assistant 
Superintendents 
Elementary 
Principals and 
APs 

2018-19 

Develop greater capacity and consistency among and between 
evaluators to focus on the professional evaluation rubric 
Standard 2 (Teaching All Students) by creating and providing 
additional professional learning and calibration support for 
evaluators. 

Deputy 
Superintendent, 
Principals  

2018-19 

Train new hires and 
administrators and educators 
throughout the district using 
the Seeking Educational 
Equity and Diversity (SEED) 
professional learning. 
Continue to build capacity to 
provide this training in-house 
using the Train-the-Trainer 
model.  

● Offer Fall 2018, Spring & Summer 2019 SEED PL. 
● By July 2019, train all district and school leaders. 
● By August 2019, increase the number of SEED trainers 

from 5 to 9 total. 
● By August 2019, train 10% of all certified staff in the 

district in SEED.  

Assistant 
Superintendent 
for Teaching & 
Learning 

2018-19, 
ongoing 

Through an equity lens, 
review existing practices in 
each building around family 
contributions. 

Gather and review data on existing practices around ways that 
families are asked to financially contribute to their child’s 
school, through ‘suggested’ and ‘required’ school supplies, and 
annual field trips to maximize access for all students.  Make 
recommendations for FY20 district budget.  

Principals 
(provide data) 
 
Data Inquiry 
Team  

2018-19 

Monitor Implementation of Previous  Strategic Actions and Adjust Practice as Needed 

Gather baseline data on the 
first year of centralization of 
Before/After School programs 
under Community Education. 

Enrollment data; financial trend data for Before/After 
School programs 
 

Community 
Education 
Director 

Ongoing  

 



  
Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 

 2018-2019 District Goals (voted 10/4/18) 
 

Essential Question: How might we use strength-based practices to support student learning? 
 
 

Goal #3:  Our students will have access to safe and effective learning environments. 

Strategic Goal Actions Evidence/Measures Responsible Timeline 

Monitor Implementation of Previous Strategic Actions and Adjust Practice as Needed 

Complete and adopt a five 
year Capital Improvement 
Plan (CIP) that ensures 
access to safe and effective 
learning environments for all 
students. 

Complete 5-Year CIP that: 
● Identifies potential funding sources 
● Articulates timelines for completion 
● Establishes benchmarks and accountability 

measures 
● Is adopted by School Committee and 

incorporated into FY 2020 budget 

Superintendent, 
Deputy 
Superintendent, 
Director of 
Operations, Director 
of Finance 

December 
2018 

Continue the Massachusetts 
School Building Authority 
(MSBA) process towards a 
new elementary building by 
completing the Feasibility 
Study  
process. 

Develop an existing conditions report through the 
District’s project architect 
 
Develop and communicate the educational vision of 
the school building through work with the designer’s 
educational consultant 
 
 
Develop an MSBA-approved educational program for 
the building that is reflective of the educational vision 
for the building and MSBA guidelines 
 
Coordinate efforts with the MSBA that ensure 
compliance with required regulations regarding the 
feasibility study 
 
Communicate regularly with information regarding 
progress to families and the community 

Director of 
Operations 
 
Superintendent, 
Asst. 
Superintendents, 
Deputy Supt., 
Principals  
 
Principal(s), Deputy 
Superintendent 
 
 
Superintendent 
 
 
 
Superintendent, 
Technology Director  

November 
2018 
 
November 
2018 
 
 
 
 
February 
2019 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
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Guide to Superintendent Rubric 

Part III: Appendix A. ESE Model Rubric for Superintendents January 2012 page i 

Rubrics – defined in the regulations as “scoring tool[s] that describe characteristics of practice or artifacts at different levels of performance” (603 
CMR 35.02) – are a critical component of the Massachusetts educator evaluation framework and are required for every educator. Rubrics are 
designed to help educators and evaluators (1) develop a consistent, shared understanding of what proficient performance looks like in practice, (2) 
develop a common terminology and structure to organize evidence, and (3) make informed professional judgments about formative and 
summative performance ratings on each Standard and overall. This appendix contains the ESE Model Superintendent Rubric.  

Structure of the Superintendent Rubric 

 Standards: Standards are the broad categories of knowledge, skills, and performance of effective practice detailed in the regulations. 
There are four Standards for all administrators: Instructional Leadership; Management and Operations; Family and Community 
Engagement; and Professional Culture. 

 Indicators: Indicators, also detailed in the regulations, describe specific knowledge, skills, and performance for each Standard. For 
example, there are five Indicators in Standard I of the Superintendent rubric including Curriculum, Instruction, and Evaluation. 

 Elements: The elements are more specific descriptions of actions and behaviors related to each Indicator. The elements further break 
down the Indicators into more specific aspects of educator practice and provide an opportunity for evaluators to offer detailed feedback 
that serves as a roadmap for improvement.  

 Descriptors: Performance descriptors are observable and measurable statements of educator actions and behaviors aligned to each 
element and serve as the basis for identifying the level of teaching or administrative performance in one of four categories: Unsatisfactory, 
Needs Improvement, Proficient, or Exemplary. 

Use of the Superintendent Rubric 

This rubric describes administrative leadership practice at the district level.  It is intended to be used throughout the 5 step evaluation cycle for the 
evaluation of the superintendent by the school committee. This rubric can also be used by the superintendent for the evaluation of other district 
level administrators, such as assistant superintendents, directors of curriculum and instruction, school business administrators, and directors of 
special education. 

The responsibilities of administrators to whom this rubric will be applied may vary. ESE encourages administrators and evaluators to use the rubric 
strategically by discussing and agreeing upon certain Indicators and elements that should be high priorities according to that administrator’s role 
and responsibilities as well as his/her professional practice, student learning, and district and/or school improvement goals. There are a variety of 
ways to emphasize these components throughout the evaluation cycle. For example, high priority Indicators and/or elements can be analyzed in 
greater depth during self-assessment, targeted during goal setting, a focus for more comprehensive evidence collection, or all of the above. 
However, the expectation is that by the end of the evaluation cycle, administrators and evaluators have gathered and shared a reasonable amount 
of evidence on every Indicator to support a rating for each Standard. 



 

Superintendent Rubric At-A-Glance 

Part III: Appendix A. ESE Model Rubric for Superintendents January 2012 page ii 

Standard I: 
Instructional Leadership 

Standard II: 
Management & Operations 

Standard III: 
Family and Community Engagement 

Standard IV: 
Professional Culture 

A. Curriculum Indicator 

1. Standards-Based Unit Design 
2. Lesson Development Support 
 

A. Environment Indicator 

1. Plans, Procedures, and Routines 
2. Operational Systems 
3. Student Safety, Health, and Social 

and Emotional Needs 

A. Engagement Indicator 

1. Family Engagement 
2. Community and Business 

Engagement 

A. Commitment to High Standards 
Indicator 

1. Commitment to High Standards 
2. Mission and Core Values 
3. Meetings  

B. Instruction Indicator  

1. Instructional Practices 
2. Quality of Effort & Work 
3. Diverse Learners’ Needs 

B. Human Resources Management & 
Development Indicator 
1. Recruitment & Hiring Strategies 
2. Induction, Professional 

Development, and Career Growth 
Strategies 

B. Sharing Responsibility Indicator 

1. Student Support 
2. Family Collaboration 

B. Cultural Proficiency Indicator 

1. Policies and Practices 

C. Assessment Indicator 

1. Variety of Assessments 
2. Adjustment to Practice 

C. Scheduling & Management 
Information Systems Indicator 

1. Time for Teaching and Learning  
2. Time for Collaboration 

C. Communication Indicator 

1. Two-Way Communication 
2. Culturally Proficient Communication 

C. Communications Indicator 

1. Communication Skills 

D. Evaluation Indicator 

1. Educator Goals 
2. Observation s & Feedback 
3. Ratings 
4. Alignment Review 

D. Law, Ethics & Policies Indicator 
1. Laws and Policies 
2. Ethical Behavior 

D. Family Concerns Indicator 
1. Family Concerns 

D. Continuous Learning Indicator 

1. Continuous Learning of Staff 
2. Continuous Learning of Administrator 

E. Data-Informed Decision Making Indicator 

1. Knowledge & Use of Data 
2. School and District Goals 
3. Improvement of Performance, 

Effectiveness, and Learning 

E. Fiscal Systems Indicator 

1. Fiscal Systems 
 E. Shared Vision Indicator 

1. Shared Vision Development 

   F. Managing Conflict Indicator 
1. Response to Disagreement 
2. Conflict Resolution 
3. Consensus Building 



Standards and Indicators of Effective Administrative Leadership 

Superintendent Rubric 

Part III: Appendix A. ESE Model Rubric for Superintendents January 2012 page A-2 of A-18 

Standard I: Instructional Leadership. The education leader promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all 
staff by cultivating a shared vision that makes powerful teaching and learning the central focus of schooling. 

Indicator I-A. Curriculum: Ensures that all instructional staff design effective and rigorous standards-based units of instruction 
consisting of well-structured lessons with measurable outcomes. 

I-A. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

I-A-1. 
Standards-
Based Unit 
Design 

Does not set the expectation that 
administrators use effective strategies 
for ensuring development of well-
designed standards-based units, 
provide adequate resources or 
support for this activity, and/or monitor 
or assess progress. 

Provides limited training and/or 
support to administrators to employ 
effective strategies for ensuring well-
designed standards-based units. May 
sometimes monitor and assess 
progress and provide feedback. 

Provides support and assistance 
for administrators to learn and 
employ effective strategies for 
ensuring that educators and 
educator teams design standards-
based units with measurable 
outcomes and challenging tasks 
requiring higher-order thinking. 
Frequently monitors and assesses 
progress, providing feedback as 
necessary. 

Empowers administrators to employ 
strategies that empower staff to create 
rigorous standards-based units of 
instruction that are aligned across 
grade levels and content areas. 
Continually monitors and assesses 
progress, provides feedback, and 
connects administrators to additional 
supports as needed. Is able to model 
this element. 

I-A-2. 
Lesson 
Development 
Support 

Does not state expectations for 
administrators that they establish 
effective strategies to ensure 
development of well-structured 
lessons, does not provide training or 
support, and/or does not discriminate 
between strong and weak strategies 
for ensuring effective lesson-planning 
practices. 

Provides limited training to 
administrators on how to establish 
effective strategies for ensuring that 
educators develop well-structured 
lessons and/or does not consistently 
identify and/or address patterns when 
there is evidence of a weak strategy 
being employed. 

Supports administrators to learn 
and establish effective strategies 
for ensuring that educators 
develop well-structured lessons 
with challenging, measurable 
objectives and appropriate student 
engagement strategies, pacing, 
sequence, activities, materials, 
technologies, and grouping. 

Supports administrators to collaborate 
on developing strategies that enable 
educators to consistently develop 
series of interconnected, well-
structured lessons with challenging 
objectives and appropriate student 
engagement strategies, pacing, 
sequence, materials, and grouping 
and identifies specific exemplars and 
resources in each area. Is able to 
model this element. 

 
  



Standards and Indicators of Effective Administrative Leadership 

Superintendent Rubric 
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Indicator I-B. Instruction: Ensures that practices in all settings reflect high expectations regarding content and quality of effort and work, 
engage all students, and are personalized to accommodate diverse learning styles, needs, interests, and levels of 
readiness. 

I-B. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

I-B-1. 
Instructional 
Practices 

Does not look for evidence of and/or 
cannot accurately identify ways that 
principals identify effective teaching 
strategies when the principals observe 
practice and review unit plans.. 

While the superintendent may 
observe principal practice and 
artifacts, s/he only occasionally looks 
for evidence that principals are 
identifying effective teaching 
strategies and practices when they 
observe practice and review unit 
plans. 

While observing principal practice 
and artifacts, ensures that 
principals identify a variety of 
effective teaching strategies and 
practices when they observe 
practice and review unit plans. 

While observing principal practice and 
artifacts, ensures that principals know 
and employ effective strategies and 
practices for helping educators 
improve instructional practice.  Is able 
to model this element. 

I-B-2. 
Quality of 
Effort and 
Work 

Does not set high expectations for the 
quality of content, student effort, 
and/or student work district-wide, or 
expectations are inappropriate. 

May set high expectations for the 
quality of content, student effort, and 
student work district-wide, but allows 
expectations to be inconsistently 
applied across the district. 

Sets and models high expectations 
for the quality of content, student 
effort, and student work district-
wide and supports administrators 
to uphold these expectations 
consistently. 

Sets and models high expectations for 
the quality of content, student effort, 
and student work district-wide and 
empowers administrators, educators 
and students to uphold these 
expectations consistently. Is able to 
model this element. 

I-B-3. 
Diverse 
Learners’ 
Needs 

Does not look for evidence of and/or 
cannot accurately identify ways that 
principals identify effective teaching 
strategies and practices that are 
appropriate for diverse learners. 

While the superintendent may 
observe principal practice, s/he only 
occasionally looks for evidence that 
principals are identifying effective 
teaching strategies and practices that 
are appropriate for diverse learners 
when they observe practices and 
review unit plans. 

While observing principal practice, 
ensures that principals look for and 
identify a variety of teaching 
strategies and practices that are 
effective with diverse learners 
when they observe practices and 
review unit plans. 

Employs strategies that ensure that 
principals know and consistently 
identify teaching strategies and 
practices that are meeting the needs 
of diverse learners while teaching 
their content. Is able to model this 
element. 

 
  



Standards and Indicators of Effective Administrative Leadership 

Superintendent Rubric 
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Indicator I-C. Assessment: Ensures that all principals and administrators facilitate practices that propel personnel to use a variety of 
formal and informal methods and assessments to measure student learning, growth, and understanding and make 
necessary adjustments to their practice when students are not learning. 

I-C. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

I-C-1. 
Variety of 
Assessments 

Does not communicate or monitor a 
strategy for assessments, leaving it up 
to administrators to design and 
implement their own strategies. 

Provides administrators with some 
formal assessment options and 
suggests that they coordinate their 
assessment practices within their 
teams and include a variety of 
assessments but does not monitor 
this practice. 

Supports administrator teams to 
use a variety of formal and informal 
methods and assessments, 
including common interim 
assessments that are aligned 
across grade levels and subject 
areas.  

Leads administrator teams to develop 
and implement a comprehensive 
assessment strategy that includes 
ongoing informal assessment and 
common interim assessments that are 
aligned across grade levels and 
subject areas. Is able to model this 
element. 

I-C-2. 
Adjustment to 
Practice 

Does not encourage or facilitate 
administrator teams to review 
assessment data. 

Suggests that administrator teams 
meet to review data and plan for 
adjustments and interventions but 
inconsistently monitors this practice. 

Provides the resources for 
planning time and effective support 
for administrator teams to review 
assessment data and identify 
appropriate interventions and 
adjustments to practice. Monitors 
administrators’ efforts and 
successes in this area. 

Leads, plans, facilitates, and supports 
administrator team review meetings 
after each round of assessments. 
Monitors teams’ plans, adjustments to 
instruction, and outcomes and shares 
lessons learned with others. Is able to 
model this element. 

 
  



Standards and Indicators of Effective Administrative Leadership 

Superintendent Rubric 
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Indicator I-D. Evaluation: Provides effective and timely supervision and evaluation of all staff in alignment with state regulations and 
contract provisions. 

I-D. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

I-D-1. 
Educator 
Goals 

Does not support administrators to 
develop professional practice, student 
learning and/or district/school 
improvement goals, review the goals 
for quality, and/or support 
administrators in attaining goals. 

Supports administrators and 
administrator teams to develop 
professional practice, student learning 
and, where appropriate, district/school 
improvement goals but does not 
consistently review them for quality 
and/or monitor progress. 

Supports administrators and 
administrator teams to develop and 
attain meaningful, actionable, and 
measurable professional practice, 
student learning, and where 
appropriate, district/school 
improvement goals. 

Supports administrators and 
administrator teams to develop and 
attain meaningful, actionable, and 
measurable professional practice, 
student learning and district/school 
improvement goals and models this 
process through the superintendent’s 
own evaluation process and goals. Is 
able to model this element. 

I-D-2. 
Observations 
and Feedback 

Rarely conducts visits to observe 
principal practice and/or does not 
provide honest feedback to 
administrators who are not performing 
proficiently. 

Makes infrequent unannounced visits 
to schools to observe principal 
practice, rarely provides feedback that 
is specific and constructive for 
administrators, and/or critiques 
struggling administrators without 
providing support to improve their 
performance. 

Typically makes at least three 
unannounced visits to each school 
to observe principal practice every 
year and provides targeted 
constructive feedback to all 
administrators. Acknowledges 
effective practice and provides 
redirection and support for those 
whose practice is less than 
Proficient. 

Makes unannounced visits to schools 
throughout the year to observe 
administrator practice and provides 
targeted constructive feedback to all 
administrators. Engages with all in 
conversations with all administrators 
about improvement, celebrates 
effective practice, and provides 
targeted support to administrators 
whose practice is less than Proficient. 
Is able to model this element. 

I-D-3. 
Ratings  

Assigns ratings for performance, goal 
attainment, and impact on student 
learning without collecting and 
analyzing sufficient and/or appropriate 
data or does not assign ratings for 
some administrators. 

Assigns ratings for performance, goal 
attainment, and impact on student 
learning in a way that is not 
consistently transparent to 
administrators. 

Exercises sound and reliable 
judgment in assigning ratings for 
performance, goal attainment, and 
impact on student learning and 
ensures that administrators 
understand why they received their 
ratings. 

Exercises sound and reliable 
judgment in assigning ratings for 
performance, goal attainment, and 
impact on student learning. Ensures 
that administrators understand in 
detail why they received their ratings 
and provides effective support around 
this practice Is able to model this 
element. 
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Superintendent Rubric 
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I-D. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

I-D-4. 
Alignment 
Review 

Does not review alignment between 
judgment about practice and data 
about student learning when 
evaluating and rating administrators. 

Occasionally reviews alignment 
between judgment about practice and 
student learning data. 

Consistently reviews alignment 
between judgment about practice 
and student learning data and 
provides guidance to 
administrators to make informed 
decisions about educator support 
and evaluation based upon this 
review. 

Studies alignment between judgment 
about practice and data about student 
learning when evaluating and rating 
administrators and provides effective 
support around this practice. Is able to 
model this element. 
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Indicator I-E. Data-Informed Decision Making: Uses multiple sources of evidence related to student learning, including state, district, and 
school assessment results and growth data, to inform school and district goals and improve organizational performance, 
educator effectiveness, and student learning. 

I-E. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

I-E-1. 
Knowledge 
and Use of 
Data 

Relies on too few data sources to 
represent the full picture of school or 
district performance, and/or does not 
analyze the data accurately. 

May work with administrators to 
identify multiple sources of student 
learning data, but these data do not 
provide multiple perspectives on 
performance, and/or analysis of the 
data is sometimes inaccurate. 

Guides administrators and 
supports them in identifying a 
range of appropriate data sources 
and effectively analyze the data for 
decision-making purposes. 

Leads administrator teams to identify 
a range of appropriate data sources, 
including non-traditional information 
that offers a unique perspective on 
school and district performance, and 
models effective data analysis for 
staff. Is able to model this element. 

I-E-2. 
School and 
District Goals 

Gathers limited information on school 
and district strengths and weaknesses 
and/or does not use these data to 
inform district plans or actions. 

Assesses school and district strengths 
and weaknesses using data that are 
not carefully analyzed and/or writes 
an unfocused strategic plan. 

Uses data to accurately assess 
school and district strengths and 
areas for improvement to inform 
the creation of focused, 
measurable district goals. Provides 
support to principals in their efforts 
to create focused, measurable 
school goals. 

Involves stakeholders in a 
comprehensive diagnosis of school 
and district strengths and weaknesses 
using appropriate data, and leads a 
collaborative process to develop a 
focused, results-oriented strategic 
plan with annual goals. Is able to 
model this element. 

I-E-3. 
Improvement 
of 
Performance, 
Effectiveness, 
and Learning 

Does not share assessment data with 
administrators or provide them with 
resources and support to use data to 
make adjustments to school or district 
plans, and/or model appropriate data 
analysis strategies. 

Shares limited data with 
administrators to identify student 
and/or educator subgroups that need 
support; provides limited assistance to 
administrator teams in using data to 
improve performance.  

Uses multiple data sources to 
evaluate administrator and district 
performance. Provides 
administrators and administrator 
teams with the resources and 
support to disaggregate 
assessment data and assists them 
in identifying students who need 
additional support. 

Uses multiple data sources to 
evaluate administrator and district 
performance. Provides administrators 
and administrator teams with the 
resources and support to 
disaggregate assessment data and 
assists them in identifying students 
who need additional support. 
Empowers educators to use a range 
of data sources to pinpoint areas for 
their own and schoolwide 
improvement. Is able to model this 
element. 
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Standard II: Management and Operations. Promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all staff by ensuring a 
safe, efficient, and effective learning environment, using resources to implement appropriate curriculum, staffing, and scheduling 

Indicator II-A. Environment: Develops and executes effective plans, procedures, routines, and operational systems to address a full 
range of safety, health, and emotional and social needs. 

II-A. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

II-A-1. 
Plans, 
Procedures, 
and Routines 

Does not organize the district 
effectively for orderly and efficient 
movement of students. 

May establish plans, procedures, and 
routines to guide administrators, but 
student entry, dismissal, meals, class 
transitions, assemblies, and recess 
are not consistently orderly and/or 
efficient. 

Develops systems, plans, 
procedures, and routines for 
administrators to implement that 
generally ensure orderly and 
efficient student entry, dismissal, 
meals, class transitions, 
assemblies, and recess. 

Establishes systems, plans, 
procedures, and routines that 
empower administrators, students and 
staff to implement orderly and efficient 
student entry, dismissal, meals, class 
transitions, assemblies, and recess. Is 
able to model this element. 

II-A-2. 
Operational 
Systems 

Fails to establish systems and 
procedures to support custodial 
and/or other staff, so that the campus 
is not generally clean, attractive, 
welcoming, and/or safe.  

Develops systems and procedures 
that result in inconsistent supervision 
and/or support of custodial and other 
staff, resulting in a campus that is not 
consistently clean, attractive, 
welcoming, or safe.  

Develops systems and procedures 
for the effective supervision and 
support of custodial, clerical, food 
services, and other staff effectively 
so that the campus is clean, 
attractive, welcoming, and safe. 

Creates and maintains a district 
environment in which custodial and 
other staff take personal responsibility 
for keeping the campus clean, 
attractive, welcoming, and safe. Is 
able to model this element. 

II-A-3. 
Student 
Safety, Health, 
and Social and 
Emotional 
Needs 

Does not develop consistent 
procedures for student discipline; 
district disciplinary practice varies 
from school to school; often tolerates 
discipline violations and/or enforces 
district policies or procedures  
inconsistently. 

May urge administrators to demand 
good student behavior but allows 
varying standards to exist in different 
schools. Supervises and supports 
administrators in addressing student 
discipline and bullying matters on a 
case-by-case basis in the absence of 
a system of procedures and 
consequences. 

Supports administrator teams in 
developing systems and 
procedures for positive student 
behavior; models high 
expectations for student behavior 
and provides appropriate training 
for administrators to uphold these 
expectations. Establishes district-
wide routines and consequences, 
including policies and systems to 
prevent and address bullying and 
other behaviors that threaten 
students’ social and emotional 
well-being.  

Guides administrators and teams to 
develop practices that consistently 
showcase high expectations for 
student behavior and invest staff and 
students in upholding these 
expectations. Successfully 
implements district-wide routines and 
consequences such that students take 
ownership over addressing bullying 
and other behaviors that threaten 
students’ social and emotional well-
being. Is able to model this element. 
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Indicator II-B.     Human Resources Management and Development: Implements a cohesive approach to recruitment, hiring, induction, 
development, and career growth that promotes high-quality and effective practice. 

II-B. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

II-B-1. 
Recruitment 
and Hiring 
Strategies 

Does not successfully lead the 
recruitment and hiring process.  

Leads the recruitment and hiring 
process but does not consistently 
identify effective administrators and 
educators.  

Leads the district’s recruitment and 
hiring process and, through it, 
consistently identifies effective 
administrators and educators who 
share the district’s mission.  

Consistently identifies effective 
administrators and educators who 
share the district’s mission. Empowers 
administrators and faculty members to 
share in a structured, consistent 
interview process. Is able to model 
this element. 

II-B-2. 
Induction, 
Professional 
Development, 
and Career 
Growth 
Strategies 

Does not support new administrators, 
provide guidance to them to support 
educators, organize high-quality job-
embedded professional development, 
and/or support the career growth of 
effective educators. 

Develops only a limited district-wide 
induction program for new 
administrators and teachers and/or 
inconsistently implements the district’s 
induction strategy; organizes job-
embedded professional development 
that is not consistently high quality or 
aligned with goals; and/or does not 
consistently support effective 
administrators’ and educators’ career 
growth. Does not establish criteria for 
the awarding of professional status. 

Develops district-wide induction 
support for new administrators and 
teachers and/or faithfully 
implements the district’s induction 
strategy; organizes high-quality 
job-embedded professional 
development aligned with district 
goals; and supports the career 
growth of effective professional 
personnel by distributing 
leadership tasks, developing 
criteria for the awarding of 
professional status,  and 
monitoring progress and 
development. 

Facilitates the administrator-led 
design and implementation of 
induction support, job-embedded 
professional development, and career 
growth support all of which are 
aligned with district goals; are 
consistently viewed by professional 
personnel as effective and helpful, 
and provide multiple opportunities for 
administrator and educator growth 
and learning. Leads the administrator 
team in developing district criteria for 
the awarding of professional status. Is 
able to model this element. 
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Indicator II-C. Scheduling and Management Information Systems: Uses systems to ensure optimal use of data and time for teaching, 
learning, and collaboration, minimizing disruptions and distractions for school-level staff. 

II-C. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

II-C-1. 
Time for 
Teaching and 
Learning 

Does little to minimize disruptions to 
instructional time and minimize 
disruptions and distractions for 
school-level staff, including principals.  

Generally acts to minimize disruptions 
to instructional time and minimize 
disruptions and distractions for 
school-level staff, including principals. 

Creates schedules, procedures and  
related systems that  maximize 
instructional time and minimize 
school day disruptions and 
distractions for school-level staff, 
including principals; and 
consistently monitors the extent to 
which these systems are effective  

Empowers administrators and teams 
to contribute to the design and 
monitoring of district systems that 
maximize instructional time and 
minimize disruptions and distractions 
for all school-level staff.  Is able to 
model this element. 

II-C-2. 
Time for 
Collaboration 

Sets unrealistic expectations for 
administrator team meetings if at all 
and/or does not create a schedule 
that provides adequate meeting time 
for teams. Does not work to prevent or 
deflect time-wasting activities. Does 
not establish norms for the 
administrator team meetings. 

Sets inconsistent expectations for 
administrator team meetings and/or 
creates a schedule that only provides 
adequate meeting time for some team 
meetings. Works to prevent or deflect 
activities with limited success. Norms 
for team behavior are unclear and/or 
not consistently practiced. 

Sets expectations for administrator 
team meetings and creates a 
schedule that provides sufficient 
meeting time for all team meetings. 
Prevents or deflects activities that 
interfere with administrators’ ability 
to focus on the agenda during team 
time. Establishes norms for 
effective team behavior. 

Is transparent and forthcoming about 
expectations for all administrator team 
meetings; creates and implements a 
schedule that maximizes meeting time 
for all team members. Collaborates 
with team members to develop team 
norms. Is able to model this element. 
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Indicator II-D. Laws, Ethics, and Policies: Understands and complies with state and federal laws and mandates, school committee 
policies, collective bargaining agreements, and ethical guidelines. 

II-D. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

II-D-1. 
Laws and 
Policies 

Demonstrates lack of awareness or 
consistent non-compliance with some 
or all state and federal laws and 
mandates, school committee policies, 
or collective bargaining agreements. 

May know state and federal laws and 
mandates, school committee policies, 
and collective bargaining agreements, 
but inconsistently complies with some 
laws or policies. 

Understands and complies with 
state and federal laws and 
mandates, school committee 
policies, and collective bargaining 
agreements. Provides the 
resources and support to ensure 
district-wide compliance. 

Provides the resources and support 
for all school personnel to understand 
and comply with state and federal 
laws and mandates, school committee 
policies, and collective bargaining 
agreements. Is able to model this 
element. 

II-D-2. 
Ethical 
Behavior 

Demonstrates lack of sound judgment 
reflecting integrity and fairness and/or 
does not adequately protect 
administrator, student, family, and/or 
staff confidentiality. 

Generally demonstrates sound 
judgment reflecting integrity and 
fairness with occasional lapses in 
judgment and/or does not always 
protect administrator, student, family, 
and staff confidentiality appropriately. 

Reliably demonstrates sound 
judgment reflecting integrity and 
fairness; protects administrator, 
student, family, and staff 
confidentiality appropriately; and 
expects all district personnel to 
reflect this practice. 

Reliably demonstrates sound 
judgment reflecting integrity and 
fairness; protects administrator, 
student, family, and staff 
confidentiality appropriately. 
Effectively supports all staff to do both 
as well. Is able to model this element. 

 
 

Indicator II-E. Fiscal Systems: Develops a budget that supports the district’s vision, mission, and goals; allocates and manages 
expenditures consistent with district- and school-level goals and available resources. 

II-E. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

II-E-1. 
Fiscal 
Systems 

Builds a budget that does not align 
with the district’s goals or 
mismanages available resources. 

Develops a budget that loosely aligns 
with the district’s vision, mission, and 
goals or inconsistently manages 
expenditures and available resources. 

Develops a budget that aligns with 
the district’s vision, mission, and 
goals. Allocates and manages 
expenditures consistent with 
district/school-level goals and 
available resources. 

Leads the administrator team to 
develop a district budget that aligns 
with the district’s vision, mission, and 
goals with supporting rationale; uses 
budget limitations to create new 
opportunities for improvement, when 
possible; allocates and manages 
expenditures consistent with 
district/school-level goals; and seeks 
alternate funding sources as needed. 
Is able to model this element. 
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Standard III: Family and Community Engagement. Promotes the learning and growth of all students and the success of all staff 
through effective partnerships with families, community organizations, and other stakeholders that support the mission of the school 
and district. 

Indicator III-A.   Engagement: Actively ensures that all families are welcome members of the classroom and school community and can 
contribute to the effectiveness of the classroom, school, district and community. 

III-A. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

III-A-1. 
Family 
Engagement 

Does little to welcome families as 
members of the district, classroom or 
school community or tolerates an 
environment that is unwelcoming to 
some families. 

May provide some resources and 
support and make some attempts to 
welcome families as members of the 
district, classroom and school 
community but does not consistently 
use culturally sensitive practices 
and/or work to identify and remove 
barriers to family involvement. 

Provides resources and support for 
all personnel to use culturally 
sensitive practices to ensure that 
all families are welcome and can 
contribute to the district, 
classroom, school and 
community’s effectiveness. Works 
with administrators to identify and 
remove barriers to families’ 
involvement, including families 
whose home language is not 
English. 

Provides resources and support for all 
personnel to use culturally sensitive 
practices and successfully engages 
most families, ensuring that all 
families are welcome and can 
contribute to district, classroom, 
school, and community effectiveness. 
Works with administrators, families, 
and organizations to identify and 
remove barriers to family involvement, 
including families whose home 
language is not English. Is able to 
model this element. 

III-A-2. 
Community 
and Business 
Engagement 

Limits work to the immediate context 
of the schools. Does not make efforts 
to reach out to community 
organizations, community members, 
or businesses that could otherwise 
contribute to district effectiveness. 

Engages some community 
organizations, community members, 
and/or businesses in annual district 
events but does not make efforts to 
increase their involvement to 
maximize community contributions for 
district effectiveness. 

Establishes ongoing relationships 
with community organizations, 
community members, and 
businesses. Engages them to 
increase their involvement to 
maximize community contributions 
for district effectiveness. 

Establishes strategic partnerships with 
community organizations, community 
members, and businesses that 
improve district effectiveness. Works 
to increase the types and number of 
organizations with whom the district 
partners in order to deepen 
relationships and increase partner 
contribution. Is able to model this 
element. 
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Indicator III-B.    Sharing Responsibility: Continuously collaborates with families and community stakeholders to support student learning 
and development at home, school, and in the community. 

III-B. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

III-B-1. 
Student 
Support 

Does not work with administrators to 
support educators to identify student 
needs, does not work with 
administrators to support families to 
address student needs, and/or does 
not draw upon internal or external 
resources. 

Asks administrators to identify 
students struggling academically or 
behaviorally and/or work with a limited 
number of families to address student 
needs, utilizing a limited set of 
resources. 

Provides resources and support to 
enable administrators and 
educators to identify each 
student’s academic, social, 
emotional, and behavioral needs, 
including students with disabilities 
and English learners. Collaborates 
with administrators to support 
families to address student needs, 
utilizing resources within and 
outside of the district.  

Provides resources and support to 
enable administrators and educators 
to identify each student’s academic, 
social, emotional, and behavioral 
needs, including students with 
disabilities and English learners. 
Collaborates with administrators to 
support families to effectively address 
student needs and prevent further 
challenges, connecting students with 
a network of resources within and 
outside the district. Is able to model 
this element. 

III-B-2. 
Family 
Collaboration 

Does not set clear expectations or 
provide support for administrators to 
regularly communicate with families 
on ways to support their children’s 
learning at home and at school.  

Sets general expectations and 
provides occasional support for 
administrators to engage families in 
supporting their children’s learning at 
school and at home and/or supporting 
their children with disabilities or limited 
English proficiency.  

Sets clear expectations for and 
supports administrators to 
regularly engage families in 
supporting learning at school and 
home, including appropriate 
adaptation for students with 
disabilities or limited English 
proficiency.  

Sets clear expectations and provides 
differentiated resources to support 
administrators to consistently and  
regularly engage all families in 
supporting their children’s learning at 
school and home, including families 
and children with limited English 
proficiency and/or children with 
disabilities. Is able to model this 
element.  
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Indicator III-C. Communication: Engages in regular, two-way, culturally proficient communication with families and community 
stakeholders about student learning and performance. 

III-C. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

III-C-1. 
Two-Way 
Communica-
tion 

Does not set clear expectations for or 
provide support to administrators to 
communicate with families. District 
communication regarding student 
learning and performance primarily 
occurs through school report cards. 

May set expectations for and provide 
limited support to administrators to 
communicate with families but does 
not stress the importance of two-way 
communication channels. District 
communication regarding student 
learning and performance primarily 
occurs through school newsletters 
and other one-way media. 

Sets clear expectations for and 
provides support to administrators 
to communicate regularly with 
families using two-way 
communication channels, including 
careful and prompt response to 
communications from families. 
Supports administrators to 
maximize the number of face-to-
face family/teacher interactions. 

Sets clear expectations for and 
provides differentiated support to 
ensure that all administrators design 
and implement frequent personalized 
communications, respond carefully 
and promptly to communications from 
families, and solicit feedback from 
families that informs improvement to 
communication plans. Is able to model 
this element. 

III-C-2. 
Culturally 
Proficient 
Communica-
tion 

Does not set clear expectations for or 
provide support to administrators 
regarding culturally sensitive 
communication and/or allows 
inappropriate disrespectful 
communication with families that 
ignores different family cultural norms. 

May set expectations for 
administrators regarding culturally 
sensitive communication but does not 
provide support to them; and/or 
occasionally communicates in ways 
that are culturally insensitive to some 
families’ home language, culture, and 
values. 

Sets clear expectations for and 
provides support to administrators 
regarding culturally sensitive 
communication. Ensures that 
district-wide communication with 
families is always respectful and 
demonstrates understanding of 
and sensitivity to different families’ 
home language, culture, and 
values.  

Sets clear expectations for, models, 
and provides differentiated support 
regarding culturally sensitive 
communication. Ensures that district-
wide communication with families is 
always respectful and demonstrates 
understanding and appreciation of 
different families’ home language, 
culture, and values. Is able to model 
this element. 

 

Indicator III-D.     Family Concerns: Addresses family and community concerns in an equitable, effective, and efficient manner. 
III-D. 

Elements 
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

III-D-1. 
Family 
Concerns 

Fails to provide systems and support 
for personnel to consistently reach out 
to families in response to concerns, 
and agreed-upon solutions are often 
not in the best interest of students. 

May systems and support to address 
concerns with families as they arise, 
but agreed-upon solutions are not 
always in the best interest of students. 

Provides systems, and support for 
administrators to reach out to 
families as concerns arise and 
works to reach equitable solutions 
in the best interest of students. 

Provides system and support for all 
school personnel to reach out to 
families proactively, as soon as 
concerns arise. Effectively reaches 
equitable solutions that satisfy 
families, faculty, and staff and are in 
the best interest of students. Is able to 
model this element. 
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Standard IV: Professional Culture. Promotes success for all students by nurturing and sustaining a school culture of reflective 
practice, high expectations, and continuous learning for staff. 

Indicator IV-A.    Commitment to High Standards: Fosters a shared commitment to high standards of service, teaching and learning with 
high expectations for achievement for all. 

IV-A. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-A-1. 
Commitment 
to High 
Standards 

Does not encourage high standards of 
teaching and learning or high 
expectations for achievement with the 
administrator team, and/or may 
demonstrate low expectations for 
faculty and staff. 

May ask administrators for 
commitment to high standards of 
teaching and learning with high 
expectations for achievement for all 
but does not support and/or model it. 

Fosters a shared commitment to 
high standards of teaching and 
learning, for all administrators, with 
high expectations for achievement 
for all. 

Leads administrators in developing a 
shared commitment to high standards 
of teaching and learning with high 
expectations for achievement for all. 
Revisits and renews commitment with 
administrator team regularly. Is able to 
model this element. 

IV-A-2. 
Mission and 
Core Values 

Does not develop core values and 
mission statements for the school. 

May develop core values and mission 
statements but rarely uses them to 
guide decision making. 

Develops, promotes, and models 
commitment to core values that 
guide the development of a 
succinct, results-oriented mission 
statement and ongoing decision 
making. 

Leads administrators to develop core 
values and mission statements, share 
these statements with families and the 
school district community, and use 
them to guide decision making. Is able 
to model this element. 

IV-A-3. 
Meetings 

Leads administrator meetings that 
lack clear purpose and/or are primarily 
used for one-way informational 
updates. 

May lead administrator meetings that 
include both one-way informational 
updates and participatory activities 
focused on matters of consequence, 
but does not clearly establish norms. 

Plans and leads well-run and 
engaging administrator meetings 
that have clear purpose, focus on 
matters of consequence, and 
engage participants in a thoughtful 
and productive series of 
conversations and deliberations. 
Establishes clear norms for 
administrator team behavior. 

Plans and facilitates engaging 
administrator team meetings in which 
small groups of administrators learn 
together and create solutions to 
instructional leadership issues. Team 
has established norms for behavior 
and consistently adheres to them. 
Consistently evaluates the 
effectiveness of the administrator 
team meetings. Is able to model this 
element. 
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Indicator IV-B. Cultural Proficiency: Ensures that policies and practices enable staff members and students to interact effectively in a 
culturally diverse environment in which students’ backgrounds, identities, strengths, and challenges are respected. 

IV-B. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-B-1. 
Policies and 
Practices 

Develops and implements culturally 
insensitive or inappropriate policies, 
does not support administrators and 
staff in building cultural proficiency, 
and/or creates a culture that 
minimizes the importance of individual 
differences. 

Takes pride in having a diverse 
administration, faculty and/or student 
body, but some policies are not 
culturally sensitive; and/or provides 
limited resources for administrators to 
support the development of cultural 
proficiency. 

Develops and implements 
culturally sensitive policies that 
acknowledge the diverse 
backgrounds, identities, strengths, 
and challenges of administrators, 
students and staff. Provides 
administrators with relevant 
resources to support them in 
building cultural proficiency and 
promotes a culture that affirms 
individual differences. 

Leads stakeholders to develop and 
implement culturally sensitive policies 
that acknowledge the diverse 
backgrounds, identities, strengths, 
and challenges of administrators, 
students and staff. Empowers 
administrators with time, resources, 
and support to build cultural 
proficiency and collaborates with 
community members to create a 
culture that affirms individual 
differences. Is able to model this 
element. 

 
 

Indicator IV-C.    Communications: Demonstrates strong interpersonal, written and verbal communication skills. 
IV-C. 

Elements 
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-C-1. 
Communica-
tion Skills 

Demonstrates ineffectual 
interpersonal, written, or verbal 
communication skills at times. 

May demonstrate adequate 
interpersonal, written, and verbal 
communication skills but sometimes 
makes grammatical errors or has 
difficulty expressing ideas to 
stakeholders. 

Demonstrates strong interpersonal, 
written, and verbal communication 
skills. 

Demonstrates strong context- and 
audience-specific interpersonal, 
written, and verbal communication 
skills. Is able to model this element. 
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Indicator IV-D. Continuous Learning: Develops and nurtures a culture in which staff members are reflective about their practice and use 
student data, current research, best practices and theory to continuously adapt practice and achieve improved results. 
Models these behaviors in the administrator’s own practice. 

IV-D. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-D-1. 
Continuous 
Learning of 
Staff  

Accepts the practice of administrators 
working largely in isolation, without 
consideration of data and best 
practices, and/or discourages 
reflection among administrators, 
faculty and staff.  

May encourage administrators  to 
reflect on the effectiveness of 
interactions with faculty and students 
and to use data and best practices to 
adapt practice but does not support 
administrators in these practices. 

Leads all administrators and teams 
to reflect on the effectiveness of 
interactions with faculty and 
students. Ensures that 
administrators use data, research, 
and best practices to adapt 
practice to achieve improved 
results. 

Models for administrators how to 
reflect on the effectiveness of 
interactions with faculty and students 
and uses data, research, and best 
practices to adapt practice to achieve 
improved results. Supports all 
educators to work in teams as often 
as is feasible and appropriate. Is able 
to model this element. 

IV-D-2. 
Continuous 
Learning of 
Administrator  

Does not reflect on personal practice 
or demonstrate new ways of thinking 
about administration and leadership.  

Occasionally reflects on personal 
practice, sets meaningful goals, 
and/or researches ways to improve 
efficiency and practice.  

Reflects on and improves personal 
practice, sets meaningful goals, 
and develops new approaches in 
order to improve efficiency and 
practice.  

Demonstrates openness and 
commitment to learning; reflects on 
personal practice; and relies on 
student data, current research, and 
best practice to improve own 
leadership. Is able to model this 
element. 

 
 

Indicator IV-E.  Shared Vision: Continuously engages all stakeholders in the creation of a shared educational vision in which every 
student is prepared to succeed in postsecondary education and become a responsible citizen and global contributor. 

IV-E. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-E-1. 
Shared Vision 
Development 

Does little to engage stakeholders in 
the creation of a shared educational 
vision, or the vision is disconnected 
from college and career readiness, 
civic engagement, and/or community 
contributions.  

Engages administrators, staff, 
students, families, and community 
members in developing a vision 
focused on some aspects of student 
preparation for college and career 
readiness, civic engagement, and 
community contributions. 

At all grade levels, continuously 
engages administrators, staff, 
students, families, and community 
members in developing a vision 
focused on student preparation for 
college and career readiness, civic 
engagement, and community 
contributions. 

Leads administrators, staff, students 
of all ages, families, and community 
members to develop and internalize a 
shared educational vision around 
preparation for college and careers 
and responsible citizenship. Is able to 
model this element. 
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Indicator IV-F.     Managing Conflict: Employs strategies for responding to disagreement and dissent, constructively resolving conflict 
and building consensus throughout a district or school community. 

IV-F. 
Elements 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-F-1. 
Response to 
Disagreement 

Does not respond to disagreement or 
dissent and/or does not use 
appropriate, respectful, non-
confrontational approaches. 

 May respond respectfully to 
disagreement and dissent, but 
responds inconsistently and does not 
always employ a non-confrontational 
approach 

Employs a non-confrontational 
approach for responding 
respectfully and appropriately to 
disagreement and dissent, using 
both as opportunities for learning. 
Models this practice for the 
administrator team. 

Models a variety of strategies for 
responding respectfully and effectively 
to disagreement and dissent, using 
both as opportunities for learning. 
Provides professional development for 
the administrator team to build these 
conflict resolution strategies. Is able to 
model this element. 

IV-F-2. 
Conflict 
Resolution 

Does not address conflicts in a 
solution-oriented and/or respectful 
manner. 

May attempt to respectfully resolve 
conflicts as they arise, but employs 
only a limited range of strategies.  

Consistently employs a variety of 
strategies to resolve conflicts in a 
constructive and respectful 
manner. Models this behavior for 
the administrator team. 

Consistently employs a variety of 
strategies to resolve conflicts in a 
constructive and respectful manner 
and empowers and supports 
administrators to use these 
approaches. Is able to model this 
element. 

IV-F-3. 
Consensus 
Building 

Does not attempt to build consensus 
within the district community, or 
attempts at consensus-building 
around critical school decisions are 
unsuccessful. 

Employs a limited number of 
strategies to build consensus within 
the school district community, with 
varying degrees of success. 

Builds consensus within the school 
district community around critical 
school decisions, employing a 
variety of strategies. 

Employs a variety of strategies to 
build consensus within the school 
district community around critical 
school decisions, while encouraging 
dialogue and different points of view. 
Is able to model this element. 

 

 





















 

 

 

 Acton-Boxborough Regional School Committee  

 Operating Protocols  
 voted 9/20/18 

 

 

 

As elected members of the Acton-Boxborough Regional School Committee and ambassadors of the District, we 

are advocates for our schools and supporters of public education. We pledge to conduct our business in a 

professional, respectful, thoughtful and efficient manner, and commit to the following protocols in our work 

with the Superintendent, the Staff/Administration and the general public. We will: 

 

 

Support the  educational welfare and well- being of ALL students 

 in a positive district climate and culture 

● Work collaboratively to support the adopted vision and mission of the School District. 

● Create policies, develop budgets and assure accountability to sustain continuous improvement in 

teaching and learning.  

● Support the Superintendent and staff in their implementation of policies and operations. 

● Prioritize student needs and interests above all else in the decisions we make. 

● Work from a unified vision which defines success and accountability for the Committee, 

Superintendent, staff, and students. 

 

Demonstrate professional and collegial relations at all times 

● Empower School Committee members to freely express their opinions, concerns and ideas in a 

climate of trust and mutual respect, even in times of disagreement. 

● Base our decisions on available facts, vote our convictions, avoid bias. 

● Once a decision is made, all members will uphold and support the committee’s decision. 

● Recognize that authority rests only with majority decisions of the Committee and make no 

independent commitments or take any independent actions that may compromise the 

Committee as a whole.  

● Debate respectfully, effectively and efficiently so that meeting time is used wisely, being mindful 

of our large committee. 

 

Dedicate ourselves to establishing and maintaining effective communication 

● Channel requests for information, reports, and data through the Superintendent and the Chair 

rather than directly to staff. The Superintendent will ensure that each member has equal access 

to this information in a timely manner and that information will be shared to the extent possible.  

● Welcome respectful, thoughtful input from the public in shaping Committee decisions. 

● While our meetings are open to the public, and we invite and encourage all citizens to join us, 

they are not public meetings. Public participation is subject to MA General Law Chapter 30A 

section 20g and our School Committee policy BEDH. 

● Address questions and concerns in the most efficient manner, by directing parent/guardians  to 

the appropriate person within the district chain of communication via the Parent Communication 

Map found on abschools.org. 

At ABRSD, our mission is to develop engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 
WELLNESS     •     EQUITY     •     ENGAGEMENT  
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Finance Committee FY19 
Point of View 

October 2018

1

Agenda

• State of the Town

• Concerns

• Recommendations

• Key Conclusions

2
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State of the Town: Financial Status

• AAA rated by Moody’s and Standard & Poor
– We can borrow at competitive rates

• Strong tax collection rate
– 99% of taxes collected on time

• Local economic indicators well above state & 
county averages

3

State of the Town: How We Compare

Sources:
1. US Census Bureau. (2010, October 05). INCOME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS (IN 2016 INFLATION-ADJUSTED DOLLARS). 

Retrieved June 14, 2018, from https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF
2. US Census Bureau. (2010, October 05). SELECTED HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS. Retrieved June 14, 2018, from 

https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF
3. Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development. (2018, April). Labor Force and Unemployment Data. Retrieved June 14, 

2018, from http://lmi2.detma.org/lmi/lmi_lur_area.asp?AT=04&A=000017&Dopt=TEXT

Acton
Town

Middlesex 
County

Massachusetts 
State

Median Family Income1 $159,129 $111,926 $90,180

Median Home Value2 $540,400 $432,300 $341,000

Unemployment Rate3 2.6% 2.6% 3.5%

4
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State of the Town: Tax Rate

• Acton’s tax burden holding steady as a 
percentage of income

– 5.73% of average family income in 2010

– 5.46% of average family income in 2016

Equation: average family tax bill ÷ average family income

See Appendix A for supporting data. 5

State of the Town: Reserves

• We maintain funds in Reserve (rainy day) for 
unexpected expenditures

– Free cash

– Stabilization fund

– Unused tax levy

• Reserves help maintain our AAA bond rating
– Allows us to continue to borrow at competitive rates

6
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State of the Town: Debt Service

7

$6M

$4M

$2M

$0M

Principle and Interest: Town & Our Share of AB

ABRSD

TownABRSD

Town

Agenda

• State of the Town

• Concerns

• Recommendations

• Key Conclusions
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• Tax levy is constrained by Proposition 2 ½

Proposition 2 ½ allows the town to tax no more than 

2 ½% over the previous year’s property tax rate.*

(Without an override vote)

• Budgeted spending often exceeds 2 ½%

*Proposition 2 ½  allows a community to increase its levy limit annually by an amount 
based on the increased value of new development and other growth in the tax base that is 
not the result of revaluation. 

Concerns: Spending

9

Concerns: Compensation Growth

• Compensation is our largest budgetary item

– 71.60% of next year’s town budget will be salary & fringes 

– 79.05% of next year’s school budget will be salary & fringes

• Past four years of compensation growth in excess   
of 4%

10
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Concerns: Projected Debt

Our current annual debt payment (payments on our debt, 
not total amount owed) decreases in 5 years by $1M/year 
and again in 10 years by $3M/year.

• Based on current assumptions, we estimate a new 
twin school + fire station will add debt payment 
costs of $4.5 million over the next five years
– Current projected impact on the average single family tax 

bill shows an increase of 2024 at $333, but declines by 
2028 to $46.

11

Concerns: Projected Debt (cont.)
Town, ABRSD, and New School + Fire Station

$9M

$7M

$6M

$5M

$4M

$3M

$2M

$1M

$0M

$8M

New School + Fire 
Station (estimate)

ABRSD

Town
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Concerns: Capital Overrides

1-5 Years

– Address critical repair issues in town buildings: Transfer 
Station roof, Civil Defense Building updates, DPW 
HVAC, etc.

– Bonding for new twin school to replace Douglas, Gates or 
Conant, & pre-k

5 - 30 Years

– Conant/Gates
– DPW Building
– Sewer Expansion

13

Concerns: Reserves

• FY20 Budget likely to reduce Reserves

• In FY20 we are in jeopardy of being below 
Reserve policy floor

• Continuing to depend on Reserves to fund 
Operating Budget is unsustainable
– Replenishment is less than budgeted Reserve use

14
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Concerns: Reserves (cont.)

15

Town of Acton Certified Reserves

Agenda

• State of the Town

• Concerns

• Recommendations

• Key Conclusions

16
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Recommendations: Reserve Policy

• Adhere to upper and lower thresholds on the 
Reserves
– Lower threshold, 5% of municipal spending
– Upper threshold, 5% of total Acton spending including the 

school assessments

• Encourage using Reserves for one-time items
– Capital needs (not anticipatable purchases)
– Emergencies

17

Recommendations: OPEB

Other Post-Employment Benefits
Healthcare, Life Insurance, Deferred Compensation

• Town: Continue OPEB funding at current levels
– Acton’s funding is a strength, compared to other towns

• School District: Continued emphasis on meeting 
OPEB obligation

18
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Recommendations: Capital Projects

• Proposed capital improvements and prior year 
completed projects should be presented at 
Annual Town Meeting

• Town and school facilities should continue to 
save money by using in-house resources where 
possible 

• Continue funding ongoing maintenance within 
the operating budget

19

• Future capital needs must be prioritized before 
they become critical 
– Board of Selectmen and School Committee should 

develop a specific, ranked list of the most pressing capital 
issues

Recommendations: Capital Projects (cont.)

20
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Recommendations: School Building 
Committee

• Build new twin school through MSBA* funding 
partnership

• Maximize MSBA reimbursement rate
– Adhere closely to all MSBA requirements

• Don’t add non-reimbursable elements to design 
and construction of new building, unless 
acceptable ROI proven

21

*

Recommendations: Reserves

• Do not rely on Reserves to plug operating gaps

• Reserves should only be used for one time capital 
projects or emergencies

22
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Recommendation: Land Purchases

• Clearly identify purpose for town’s continued 
ownership 

• Develop 53 River St. plan

– Acquired 1/20/2017

• Develop Walker property plan

– Acquired 1/29/2016

23

Recommendations: Operating Budget

• For FY20, the Operating Budget should grow by 
no more than 3%

24
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Agenda

• State of the Town

• Conclusions

• Recommendations

• Key Conclusions

25

Key Conclusions

• Capital improvement overrides are coming 
within the next 3 years

• Without a change in spending, operating  
overrides may become necessary as well

26
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Appendix A

Source:
Department of Local Services: MA Dept of Revenue. "Municipal Databank." Average Single Family Tax Bill. September 15, 2017. 
Accessed August 28, 2018. https://dlsgateway.dor.state.ma.us/reports/rdPage.aspx?rdReport=AverageSingleTaxBill. SingleFamTaxBill_MAIN

United States Census Bureau. "Income in the Past 12 Months (in 2015 Inflation-Adjusted Dollars)." American FactFinder. October 
05, 2010. Accessed August 28, 2018. ttps://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml
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Who’s Raising Our Kids? 

Nurturing Human Values in a 

Digital World 
 
November 5, 2018 7:00‐9:00 PM  RJ Grey Auditorium 

 

Sharon Maxwell, Ph.D. 
Award‐winning author of THE TALK: A Breakthrough Guide to Raising Healthy Kids 

in an Oversexualized, Online, In‐Your‐Face World (Avery, 2008) 
 
The developing brain is an interactive work in progress, constantly engaging with the 

environment, creating a universe of connections that become how we understand ourselves, the 

world, and our place in the world. 

 

From smartphones to laptops, from texting to snapchat, media technology delivers to our 

children a new cyber environment, providing an infinite source of information, stimulation, and 

opportunities for communication. This environment is having a profound impact on how our 

children think about themselves and is changing the way our children socialize and 

communicate. How do we best use this amazing resource to enhance our lives? How do we keep 

it from shaping our children and undermining the values we want to impart? 
 
Dr. Maxwell shows parents how kids are using and abusing media technology and helps parents 

set balanced, realistic guidelines that bring the internet into alignment with family schedules and 

values.  

 

Dr. Maxwell is an award‐winning author, educator, and practicing clinical 

psychologist.  Her work has been featured in TIME Magazine, US News and 

World Report, USA Today, Working Mother, The Boston Globe, on NPR, 

Oprah and Friends, and Fox News. The Boston Parents Paper voted Dr. 

Maxwell a 2009 Family Advocate of the Year. 
 

“Dr. Maxwell gives practical guidance on sharing values with children. Her focus on 

teaching self‐discipline and developing self‐control is a refreshing counterpoint to a 

pop culture that says we should have it all right now. I highly recommend The Talk 

to every parent.” —Dr. Alvin F. Poussaint, Professor of Psychiatry and Faculty Associate 
Dean for Student Affairs at Harvard Medical School.  
  

For more information please visit:  DrSharonMaxwell.com  
                                                    e‐mail:  DrSharonMaxwell@DrSharonMaxwell.com 

 



 
Acton-Boxborough Regional School District 

15 Charter Road    Acton, MA  01720 
978-264-4700  

www.abschools.org 
Peter J. Light 

Superintendent of Schools 
 

 

 
No School, Delayed Opening & Emergency Release Procedures 

 
October 2018 
 
ABRSD Families, 
 
Our goal as a school system is to ensure that our school campuses and facilities are safe for students                   
to attend each day. While every effort will be made to achieve this goal, there will be times when                   
conditions beyond our control, including weather and/or environmental factors, might force a decision             
to release school early, delay the opening of school or cancel school altogether. This information is                
provided in an effort to clarify the plans that will take effect under these circumstances. 
 
The Decision-Making Process 
 
The Superintendent is responsible for deciding when to cancel, delay or close our schools. This               
decision-making process, however, is influenced by a number of factors including consultation with             
the Departments of Public Works in Acton and Boxborough, local public safety officials and our own                
facilities and transportation offices. The Superintendent will make every effort to make a determination              
by 5:30 a.m. regarding any school closure or delays for the day.  
 
Communication 
 
If schools are closed or delayed, the information will be disseminated through the following means:  

● District website (www.abschools.org ) 
● The district’s automated system that places calls to home and cell phone numbers provided to               

PowerSchool 
● Local media including Channel 4 WBZ; Channel 5 WCVB; Channel 7 WHDH; Channel 10 NBC               

Boston; and FOX 25.  
 
 
If you would like to change your contact information, including phone number(s) and/or email,              
or if you would like to opt out of the automated notifications, please update your information in                 
the PowerSchool Parent Portal at https://absis.ab.mec.edu 
 
 

Developing engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 
 

WELLNESS ● EQUITY ● ENGAGEMENT 
 

http://www.abschools.org/
http://www.abschools.org/
https://absis.ab.mec.edu/


 
 

School Closure 

If the decision is made to cancel school for the day a “No School” announcement will be made and all                    
schools and programs within the Acton-Boxborough Regional School System will be closed. Our             
automated notification system will be used to contact home and cell phones provided by              
parents/guardians through PowerSchool by 6:00 a.m.  
 
If a “No School” decision is made then the following will apply: 

● All classes PreK-12 and school activities will be cancelled for the day, unless otherwise              
notified. This will include all before and after school activities, sports and extracurricular             
events.  

● All after school and evening meetings will be cancelled unless an exception is made.  
● All Community Education programs will be cancelled.  
● Transportation of students to out-of-district schools will be cancelled when the           

Acton-Boxborough Regional School District is closed. 
● All offices will be closed. 

 
Delayed-Opening Announcement 
If extra time is deemed necessary to safely clear roads and sidewalks, a decision will be made to                  
shorten the day through a “Delayed-Opening.” Once this decision is made, either a “1-Hour” or               
“2-Hour” Delayed-Opening will be announced.  
 
Under such conditions, the following will apply: 

● Transportation will begin their schedules and pick-up times as close to the delayed time of               
opening as possible. For example, if a bus run begins at 6:45 a.m. on a regular school day and                   
a two-hour delay is called, that bus will then aim to pick-up students at 8:45 a.m.  

● Schools will be dismissed at their regular times.  
● Meals will be served at their regular times in the cafeteria.  
● Kindergarten AM sessions will be cancelled. 
● PM and All Day sessions at the Carol Huebner Early Childhood Program-Acton Site will begin               

at 12:30. PM and All Day sessions at the Boxborough Site will begin at 12:15. For both sites,                  
AM sessions will be cancelled.  

● Community Education Extended Day will open on a delayed schedule. All after-school            
activities and programs will operate under their normal schedule.  

● School offices will open either one or two hours later depending on the delay announced.  
 
Emergency Release 
 
Once students arrive at school and the buildings are open, every effort will be made to operate a                  
normal schedule and release students at the normally scheduled time. However, in the event of               
severe weather or other emergency conditions, it may be necessary for the Acton-Boxborough             
Regional Schools to release students before the end of the school day. If such a decision needs to be                   
made then the automated notification system will be used to alert parents and guardians. Please have                
a plan in place with your child who might arrive home early on these unusual occasions. 
 

 
To develop engaged, well-balanced learners through collaborative, caring relationships. 

WELLNESS     •     EQUITY     •     ENGAGEMENT  
 




